
Tips for Reading Poetry Aloud in 
Your Classroom (from Laura Purdie Salas) 
 

Lots of teachers love reading stories, chapter books, and novels aloud, but shy 
away from reading poetry aloud in their classrooms. They sometimes feel 
unsure of the "right" way to read poetry (especially free verse, but rhyming 

poetry, too). Of course, there IS NO ONE right way to read a poem, but there 
are some habits you can adopt to be a more effective poetry reader. Here are 
some tips I shared during National Poetry Month in 2015 on my blog in my 

Poetry Tips for Teachers series (http://laurasalas.com/tag/poetry-tips-for-
teachers/). Each day, I also shared one of my poems, and some days, I shared 

an audio clip, too. To hear the audio clips, visit my blog:>) 

This is not an exhaustive list! It's just a few things to keep in mind or try out 

when sharing poetry:>) 

Choosing Poems 

Mix It Up! 

I hear people advise teachers, “Just share poems you love!” I kind of disagree 

with that. Your poetry taste may be very narrow. If you only share silly rhyming 
poems all year because they’re your favorite, that does students a disservice. 
So, yes, share poems you love, because your enthusiasm will help kids love 

them, too. But make a conscious effort to share a broad variety of poetic 
moods, forms, lengths, genres, topics, etc. In fact, invite students to select 
poems that you will present. This ensures you’ll get a mix that reflects the taste 

of your students. I believe the goal is to expose kids to many types of poems in 
the hopes that students will find poems that they can connect to–poems that 

matter to them. 

Here’s a poem that’s kind of sweet, so it’s pretty different from my usual poetry 
style. It’s from Gift Tag, a Kindle poetry anthology edited by Janet Wong and 

Sylvia Vardell, who have gone on to create all the amazing Poetry Friday 

Anthologies! In fact, Janet and Sylvia's Poetry Friday Anthology books are 
awesome options for teachers who are nervous about sharing poetry in the 

classroom. They cover a wide range of styles and moods, include Take 5 tips for 
sharing each poem, and are, in some cases, organized by grade level and 
theme. 

“We Are Woven” goes with the gift of potholders (remember making them on 

those fun plastic looms?). 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0069RU7CE/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B0069RU7CE&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=P76PYZKEHIHULHVL
http://amzn.to/1GYJGSo
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The Basics of Reading Poems to Your Students 

Post It 

Present the poem visually—project it, write it on a pad or whiteboard, put it on 

a bulletin board, etc. This is extra helpful for poetic forms with a visual element 
to them, like acrostics or–ahem–raccontinos, such as the one below. 
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Slow Down 

Read slowly. Much more slowly than you would read prose. Poems are dense 
and compact and a lot to take in!

 

  

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00S4XS7JG/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00S4XS7JG&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=DW2MQI3DMI3RS27V
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Twice Is Nice 

When you introduce a poem, read it twice. Poems are dense, like black holes of 
imagery, and they often hold way too much to absorb in a single hearing. 

Generally, read the poem through one time without any direction to your 
students. THEN, if you like, you can give them cues of things to look for in the 

poem, before you read it the second time. And, as Irene Latham said in the 
Comments below my blog post, more readings are even better! Poetry is 
wonderful for multiple readings, so there’s no need to stop at two:>) 

You might read this poem once, then ask students what/who they think is 

narrating this poem. Then on the second read, have them look for the clues 
that helped them figure it out. Or…just read it twice to enjoy it twice! 
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Reading Effectively 

Let the Poet Read 

If you’re self-conscious about reading poetry aloud, one way to ease into it is let 

poets themselves read! I love the Poetry Speaks to Children anthology that 
comes with a CD of many of the poems in the book, most read by the poet. It’s 

awesome, and there are other books in the line, too. And of course, there are 
tons of us poets online sharing audioclips of our work (Amy Ludwig 
VanDerwater, Irene Latham, and Renee La Tulippe are three who come 

immediately to mind). It’s great to hear how poets read, and it’s reassuring, too, 
because there’s usually nothing fancy about it. On top of that, you can’t help 

but absorb reading tips (your students, too) as you listen to poets read. 

 

http://www.indiebound.org/book/9781402203299?aff=laurapurdiesalas
http://www.poemfarm.amylv.com/
http://www.poemfarm.amylv.com/
http://irenelatham.blogspot.com/
http://www.nowaterriver.com/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00T6KBHAW/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00T6KBHAW&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=6ECPQ4CKIF5JBLEW
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Lights Out 

Turn out the lights to help students focus. When you remove visual input, 
students are often able to listen more carefully. Fewer distractions. Something 

unexpected and new. It can add a little more focus AND excitement to poetry 
time. Try listening to today’s audio clip both with and without the lights. 

  

 

 

  

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00NPYYAMM/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B00NPYYAMM&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=TNXGH7HYUEMWLIUE
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Emphasize Important Words 

Sometimes when you’re sharing a poem, you might be talking about a specific 
aspect of it, whether that’s the rhyme or a repeated word or something else. I 

might include this poem, “Dancin’ (Snow)Man,” for example, in a discussion 
about different countries or dance styles. So as I read it, I would slightly 

emphasize those words–the names of countries and the styles of dance. You 
don’t have to overdo it in a ridiculous manner, but a little raise in volume, 
accompanied by raising up your arm or stopping walking around, will help kids 

notice and take in those important words. 
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Focus on Sounds 

If a poem features repeated sounds in it, emphasize those sounds as you read 
it so that kids will pick up on that aspect of the poem. 

With the poem below, which I wrote for Ed DeCaria’s March Madness Poetry a 

couple of years ago, I might talk about how the long and short e sounds work. 
The long e has kind of a sly and evil sound that makes me think of the dragon, 

and, to a lesser degree, the short e words have a slightly breathy sound to them 
that supports the idea of breathing, sleeping, waking. So I would emphasize 
those two sounds as I read the poem. 

 

  

http://www.thinkkidthink.com/
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Focus on Transitions 

In narrative poems that tell a story, emphasize transition words, like “then,” or 
“first,” or “next,” to help kids follow the chronology and logic of the poem. Or if 

the poem doesn’t use obvious transition words, say words louder that you 
think will help ground kids in the story and make sense of what’s going on. 

Listeners really depend on your voice modulation and inflection to help them 
know immediately which words they most need to hear and comprehend. 

Here’s a poem that summarizes the fairy tale of Jack and the Beanstalk from 
my Fairy Tale Garage Sale collection. It introduces the set of poems based in 

the world of Jack. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Fairy-Tale-Garage-Sale-Classroom-ebook/dp/B00P2UCCBI/?_encoding=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&keywords=30%20Painless%20Classroom%20Poems&linkCode=ur2&qid=1415539983&s=digital-text&sr=1-3&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=BGF43R2UXDZ3VU6E
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Make a Face 

When you’re reading a happy, joyful poem, you should be smiling! This seems 
obvious, but sometimes when we’re nervous, we lose our natural 

expressiveness. Then it feels disjointed, like on American Idol, when a 
contestant sings a rock anthem with a wooden face or sings a heartbreaking 

ballad with some inauthentic grin. Don’t do that! If you feel nervous, just think 
about what emotion the poem makes you feel. Then add the appropriate facial 
expression. You might have to consciously make your face match your 

emotions at first. But it gets easier, I promise. Even if you don’t consider 
yourself a performer, try taking your expressions up a notch. After a few weeks, 

go another step up. You don’t want to be completely over the top, but the more 
life you put into your poetry reading, the more involved students will get. 

So, for example, I would want to read the poem below with a determined, 
predatory look on my face…not a silly smile. 
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Speed It Up! 

Speed up a poem! When you’re repeating a poem about a fast topic, speed up 
your reading. Often, I’ll start out reading the poem slowly, so kids get to know 

the words and meaning a bit. Then we stretch or a few deep breaths. Then we 
read faster and faster until we can’t read it any faster. We “poetry athletes” dive 

into the poem, full steam ahead.  This usually results in a class full of out-of-
breath (OK, that may just be me), laughing kids, having a blast with poems. 

A couple of years ago, I wrote two pantoums. They both were built around the 
same line: “I have better things to do than survive.” One pantoum was weighty 

and serious. It would benefit from a slow, thoughtful reading. But the other 
one, “Otter’s Winter Song,” is light-hearted and zippy–and it needs that kind of 

reading, too. 

 

 

 

http://www.laurasalas.com/blog/poems/pf-buckled-bricks/
http://www.laurasalas.com/blog/poems/pf-buckled-bricks/
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Getting Kids Involved in the Reading 

Echo Read 

Try echo reading. You read a line, and then the students echo it back to you. 

This is great for helping students’ fluency, and I’m always amazed at how 
quickly and how well they pick up on performance nuances. Kids don’t feel 

self-conscious reading loud or emphasizing words or whatever, because they’re 
just doing what you’re doing. Over time, though, they absorb those skills and 
use them in other reading contexts. 

I’ve usually used this technique with rhythmic, rhyming poems, though I think 
it also has applications with free verse or other non-rhyming forms. If I were 
echo-reading a non-rhyming poem, I would point out that I was going to 

demonstrate ONE way to read the poem, and they were going to mimic that 
way, just as a way to absorb the poem and where I emphasize words, pause, 
and such. I would also make sure to let kids know, though, that my way is 

definitely not the only way to read it. Another plus of echo reading is it takes 
away the intimidation factor. 

Two tips: Choose relatively short poems, and choose poems with short lines. 

Otherwise, the reading will get cumbersome and the poem will seem to drag on 
forever! 

Here’s a poem I might use with this technique, from the brand new Poetry 

Friday Anthology for Celebrations–Janet Wong and Sylvia Vardell’s latest 
brainchild! 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1937057410/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1937057410&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=SEW7XJUVRX5T6MSN
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1937057410/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1937057410&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=SEW7XJUVRX5T6MSN
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1937057410/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1937057410&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=SEW7XJUVRX5T6MSN
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Add Sound Effects 

Have kids make sound effects appropriate to the poem. Kids love being sound 
effects experts, and it give pre-readers, especially, a great way to be part of a 
poem reading when they don’t actually know the poem yet. Today, I’m visiting 

three schools/libraries, and kids will be barking, monkey noising, and roaring 
and blowing tornadoes. Here’s a poem that kids have loved adding sounds to. 

Make sure to preview the sound effects ahead of time and then have them do 
the sound as you leave a space after the word/phrase.   

 

Here I am reading it aloud. Notice that I kind of emphasize the sound effect 
words and then leave time for the kids to do the sounds. 

 

 

  

http://www.indiebound.org/book/9780547223001?aff=laurapurdiesalas
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Riddle Me This 

Turn a poem into a riddle. Kids love riddle poems, and they are super fun to 
both read and write. (I had a blast with riddleku in National Poetry Month of 

2014 and even turned them into a riddleku book.) But you don’t have to use 
poems that were specifically written AS riddles. Some poems only name the 

topic of the poem in the title. If that’s the case, just read the poem without the 
title and see if students can figure out the title/topic. I love it when poetry is a 
game! 

Here’s a poem that can easily be riddle-fied! 

  

 

  

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00O6ZUK5A/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B00O6ZUK5A&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=E3CILIJLYPBYKVFX
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1429612096/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1429612096&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=HB33HQ4NBIJCKPW5
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Talking About Poems with Students 

Connect with the Poem 

Help kids connect before 

reading the poem. Let’s take 
this poem from Lee Bennett 

Hopkins’ charming new board 
book poetry anthology, Lullaby 
and Kisses Sweet: Poems to 

Love with Your Baby. I am so 
excited to have a poem in this 

book that might be the cutest 
poetry book I’ve ever seen, 
with so many poets I like and 

respect! It’s a great choice for 
introducing babies and 
toddlers to poetry. I know I’ll 

be giving it as a baby shower gift often. OK, sorry–I 
digress. 

Anyway, before I read “Spaghetti” to kids, I’m going to ask them a few questions 

to help them to connect with this poem. “Do you like spaghetti? What color 
shirt do you think I should wear when I eat spaghetti? Do you have a little 
brother or sister who eats spaghetti? What happens then?” And, if I should 

happen to have it with me, I will show them this picture of my daughter 
Annabelle eating spaghetti when she was a toddler–teehee!  By talking to kids 

about your own life and their lives–around a poem–you help them connect to 
poems. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1419710370/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1419710370&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=B5C4CH3HD2EPYMXZ
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1419710370/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1419710370&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=B5C4CH3HD2EPYMXZ
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1419710370/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=1419710370&linkCode=as2&tag=laurasalascom-20&linkId=B5C4CH3HD2EPYMXZ
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Ask Kids Questions 

Reading poems to kids is awesome. And if all you ever do is read a single poem 
each day, sincerely, with expression, to your students, they will benefit 

tremendously from that. But to help kids dig into poems, learn how to 
comprehend them, how to find meaning for themselves in them, how to love 

them—there’s another important practice: talking about the poems. 

The best way to talk about poetry, in my opinion, is not to start out with, “What 
does this mean?” Ack! How is a kid supposed to know what the poet meant, 
when the poet doesn’t even consciously know it half the time! So I like to ask 

lots of open-ended questions when discussing poems with kids (my poems or 
other people’s poems). Here are some to get you started. 

 “What do you notice about this poem?” 

 “What else have you read that connects somehow to this poem?” 
 “What’s your favorite word in this poem?” 
 “Are there any words you think are weak here?” 

 “What do you wonder about in this poem?” 
 “Do you like the poem?” And then, more importantly, “Why?” 

 “Who doesn’t like this poem?” And then, “Why?” 

Remember that you don’t have to know all the answers about a poem. 
Sometimes saying, “Yeah, I’m trying to figure out what that line means, too,” is 
all the answer a kid needs to feel supported and encouraged. But if you talk 

regularly with your students about poems you guys read, they will start digging 
into poems with relish. It’s amazing how astute even young students can be 
about poems if they’re exposed to a variety of poetry and meaningful 

conversations around poems on a regular basis. 

Thanks! 

And that's it! I hope you found these tips helpful. I love helping teachers 
become more comfortable with poetry. In addition to my children's poetry and 
rhyming books (including BookSpeak!, A Leaf Can Be…, Water Can Be…, 

and A Rock Can Be…), I have written a set of six books just for teachers called 

30 Painless Classroom Poems. Each book includes 30 or more poems, a 

teaching guide written by an educator, and lots of poetry thoughts from me. 
You can learn more about 30 Painless Classroom Poems here. I also love to 
speak at educator conferences and do teacher inservices. (Learn more at my 

site, www.laurasalas.com.) 

Cheers,  

Laura  


